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ABSTRACT
Orbital images of Mercury obtained by the MESSENGER space-

craft have revealed families of troughs, interpreted to be graben, on 
volcanic plains material that largely or completely buried preexisting 
craters and basins. The graben are partially to fully encircled by rings 
of contractional wrinkle ridges localized over the rims of the bur-
ied impact features to form systems of associated contractional and 
extensional landforms. Most of the buried craters and basins with 
graben identifi ed to date are located in the extensive volcanic plains 
that cover much of Mercury’s northern high latitudes. The distinctive 
relationship between wrinkle ridges and graben in buried craters and 
basins on Mercury is interpreted to be the result of a combination 
of extensional stresses from cooling and thermal contraction of thick 
lava fl ow units and compressional stresses from cooling and contrac-
tion of the planet’s interior.

INTRODUCTION
Images obtained during fl ybys of Mercury by the Mariner 10 and 

the MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging 
(MESSENGER) spacecraft revealed widespread evidence of contractional 
deformation (e.g., Strom et al., 1975; Solomon et al., 2008; Watters et al., 
2009a). Documented evidence for extensional deformation on Mercury 
was principally confi ned to smooth plains in the interiors of several major 
impact basins (e.g., Strom et al., 1975; Melosh and McKinnon, 1988; Solo-
mon et al., 2008; Murchie et al., 2008; Watters et al., 2009b, 2009c; Prock-
ter et al., 2010). Insertion of MESSENGER into orbit around Mercury in 
March 2011 has permitted high-resolution imaging of the planet’s surface 
on a global basis. Here, we describe families of troughs, interpreted to be 
graben, seen for the fi rst time in these orbital images. Unlike the previ-
ously seen extensional features, these graben formed on volcanic plains 
material that largely or completely buried preexisting craters and basins.

Many of the examples of this newly seen setting for extensional 
deformation are in Mercury’s northern smooth plains (Fig. 1), an area not 
fully imaged during the fl ybys. Like other large smooth plains units on 
Mercury, such as those exterior to the Caloris basin (Robinson et al., 2008; 
Head et al., 2008; Denevi et al., 2009; Watters et al., 2009a, 2009b), the 
northern plains consist of fl ood volcanic deposits deformed by contrac-
tional wrinkle ridges (Head et al., 2011). We describe these extensional 
landforms, seen locally on the plains exterior to Caloris as well as the 
northern plains, and their relation to wrinkle ridges. With fi nite element 
models we then test several possible hypotheses for the formation of these 
coupled extensional-contractional tectonic systems.

CHARACTERISTICS OF EXTENSIONAL-CONTRACTIONAL 
TECTONIC SYSTEMS

Narrow linear and curvilinear troughs that occur locally on Mercury’s 
northern plains and plains exterior to Caloris (Figs. 2 and 3) are interpreted 
to be graben on the basis of morphology (i.e., relatively steep walls and 

fl at fl oors that shoal toward the trough ends) and evidence of fault segment 
linkage indicated by en echelon step-over geometries. The graben typically 
occur in areas of plains that are partly to completely encircled by a ring 
of wrinkle ridges. Such rings are common in volcanic plains on Mercury 
and other terrestrial planets, and are attributed to strain localization above 
the rim crests of “ghost” impact structures that have been fully buried by 
lava fl ows (Head et al., 2008; Watters et al., 2009a). We describe examples 
that illustrate the relationships between extensional and contractional 
landforms in these tectonic systems. (Further information is available in 
the GSA Data Repository1.)

Northern Plains
In one example of these tectonic assemblages, shown in Figure 2A, 

graben form polygonal patterns with polygon widths of up to ~10 km, 
similar to the dimensions of polygons formed by graben in the Caloris and 
Rembrandt basins (Watters et al., 2009b, 2009c). The largest graben in 
this assemblage is up to ~1 km wide and ~15 km long. Wrinkle ridges on 
the plains outside of the buried crater terminate at its ridge ring but do not 
cross into the interior plains (Fig. 2A). No prominent wrinkle ridges are 
seen in the plains within the ghost crater.

Another buried impact structure inferred on the basis of exposed rim 
massifs and a series of curvilinear wrinkle ridges hosts a complex array of 
graben concentrated in its central area (Fig. 2B). Here, graben also form 
polygonal patterns, but the number of polygons is greater and their widths 
are smaller (<10 km). The scale of the largest graben is similar to that in the 
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Figure 1. Mosaic of Mercury Dual Imaging System (MDIS) images of part 
of the high northern latitudes of Mercury. The region is dominated by 
volcanic smooth plains. Locations of buried impact craters and basins 
that contain graben enclosed by a wrinkle-ridge ring are indicated by 
black circles. Locations of Figures 2A, 2B, 2C, and 3A are also shown.
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example in Figure 2A (up to ~1 km wide, ~10 km in length), but there are 
wrinkle ridges interior to the ghost crater alongside graben. Some graben 
terminate at or near the fl anks of wrinkle ridges, other graben cut the ridge 
fl anks but do not extend across the ridges (Fig. 2B, inset, right arrows), and 
still others extend completely across ridges (Fig. 2B, inset, left arrows).

There are also instances where smaller, crater-scale ridge rings 
are seen within basin-scale ridge rings. These smaller ridge rings, often 
consisting of discontinuous, arcuate ridge segments, likely indicate the 
locations of impact craters formed on the basin fl oor prior to or during 
the period of fl ooding of the basin (Head et al., 2011). In one such case 
(Fig. 2C), the largest graben are generally confi ned to the areas inside 
three interior ridge rings with diameters that range from 45 to 60 km. 
Within the southernmost of these three ghost craters, some graben form 
polygonal patterns and others are radial or concentric to the bounding 
ridge ring. The pattern of graben in the central plains, partially encom-
passed by ridge segments, is polygonal to nearly circular. In one group, 
graben are oriented radially to the nearest interior ridge ring.

Goethe Basin
The largest expanse of northern plains deformed by graben is within 

the Goethe basin (centered at ~81°N, 310°E) (Fig. 3A). Goethe is ~300 km 
in diameter and is almost completely buried by the volcanic material of 
the northern plains. Only isolated portions and blocks of the basin’s rim 
massifs remain exposed. A nearly continuous wrinkle-ridge ring is located 
along the basin margin. This ring marks the part of the basin rim that is 
completely fl ooded by volcanic plains. Other wrinkle ridges occur within 
Goethe’s ridge ring, including at least three crater-scale ridge rings. The 
greatest extension within Goethe has occurred within two interior ridge 
rings near the center of the basin (Fig. 3A). Many of the graben within 
these interior ghost craters form strongly polygonal patterns, whereas oth-
ers exhibit distinctly circumferential orientations (Figs. 3B and 3C). The 
largest graben in the smaller of two interior ridge rings are located near the 
ring center and are up to ~2 km wide (Fig. 3B). The larger of the interior 
ridge rings has graben up to ~1.5 km wide, also located near its center 

Figure 2. Graben systems interior to wrinkle-ridge rings in the northern volcanic plains; see Figure 1 for locations. A: Graben form a 
polygonal pattern (inset) and are encircled by a wrinkle-ridge ring ~100 km in diameter and centered at ~60.2°N, 36.5°E. B: Within this 
~200-km-diameter partial ridge ring, centered at ~67.2°N, 13.8°E, some graben terminate at or extend onto the fl anks of ridges (inset, 
right arrows), whereas others extend fully across ridges (inset, left arrows). C: Within an outer wrinkle-ridge ring ~170 km in diameter 
and centered at ~69.5°N, 343.5°E, are three partial ridge rings that enclose graben. Some graben terminate at the ridge fl ank, and oth-
ers extend across the crest of a wrinkle-ridge segment of one of the interior rings (right inset, arrows). Segments of the outer ridge 
ring are superposed on a wrinkle ridge located near the buried basin rim (left inset, arrows).

Figure 3. Goethe basin. A: A wrinkle-ridge ring marks the margin of 
the nearly completely buried basin. Graben are found within two inte-
rior ridge rings and throughout the basin fi ll material. B: The largest 
graben in Goethe basin are within this ~47-km-diameter ghost crater 
(location shown in A). Circumferentially oriented graben crosscut the 
bounding ridge ring. C: Prominent graben extend from the center of 
this ghost crater (~60 km in diameter; location shown in A), and cir-
cumferentially oriented graben crosscut its bounding wrinkle-ridge 
ring. D: Numerous graben are superposed on and crosscut two ap-
proximately northeast–southwest-oriented wrinkle ridges (arrows; 
location shown in A). Segments of the outer ridge ring appear to be 
superimposed on a larger, broader wrinkle ridge that extends into the 
plains beyond the ridge ring (inset, arrow).
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(Fig. 3C). The graben within the ghost craters in Goethe extend to and 
often across their bounding wrinkle-ridge rings (Figs. 3B and 3C). Graben 
elsewhere in Goethe appear to be superimposed on wrinkle ridges, and 
segments of Goethe’s outer ridge ring are superimposed on an east–west-
trending wrinkle ridge (Fig. 3D).

Temporal Relations
Superposition relations between graben and wrinkle ridges in the 

Goethe basin and in other ghost craters and basins imply a generally com-
plex evolution of compressional and extensional stresses in the formation 
of the tectonic systems. Where graben terminate at a ridge fl ank we regard 
the ridge as likely having predated graben formation either as a surfi cial or 
shallowly buried structure. The relative age of a graben extending across a 
ridge at a non-orthogonal angle can be determined if the condition of the 
graben can be established. A graben crosscutting a ridge without modi-
fi cation likely postdates the ridge, whereas modifi cation of the graben 
indicates that it likely predates the ridge. The available images do not gen-
erally exclude either possibility, but we fi nd no clear evidence of modifi ca-
tion. Crosscutting relations between distinct wrinkle ridges are interpreted 
as indicating multiple episodes of ridge formation and development.

MODELING OF STRESS AND DEFORMATION
It is probable that a major source of compressional stress that con-

tributed to wrinkle ridge formation on Mercury was the cooling and con-
traction of the planet’s interior (Strom et al., 1975; Solomon et al., 2008). 
Another likely source of compressional stress was lithospheric fl exure in 
response to loading by the volcanic plains. Finite element models of the 
effects of global contraction (see the Data Repository) suggest that cir-
cumferential wrinkle ridges should form over buried crater and basin rims 
because compressional stresses are enhanced by the combined effects of 
mechanically stronger volcanic units overlying a weaker crust and thin-
ning of the volcanic unit over pre-existing topographic highs (Figs. 4A 
and 4B). Contributors to a weaker underlying crust include extensive frac-
turing during the crater-forming impact and any tectonic activity prior to 
plains emplacement. Under these conditions, stresses within the volcanic 
unit are approximately inversely proportional to unit thickness and are 
greatest above buried crater and basin rims. Because global contraction 
would likely deform any cooled volcanic units, ridge growth at ghost cra-
ter rims is expected to have initiated some time after burial and to have 
continued thereafter. In response to global contraction, wrinkle ridges out-
side the basin should be more common than within the basin because the 
exterior volcanic plains are likely thinner and because wrinkle ridges at 
the basin rim accommodated contractional strain, thereby shielding the 
basin interior from a portion of the lithospheric contractional stress. Away 
from buried basin or crater rims, the principal horizontal stresses are simi-
lar in magnitude, so no preferred orientation of wrinkle ridges is expected.

Possible sources of extensional stresses that formed the graben 
include uplift and contraction of the cooling volcanic fi ll. Uplift can have 
resulted either from vertical motions that accompanied the long-term iso-
static response to crater and basin formation (Dzurisin, 1978; Melosh and 
Dzurisin, 1978; Blair et al., 2010) or from inward fl ow of lower crustal 
material (Watters et al., 2005; Watters and Nimmo, 2010). However, both 
uplift mechanisms face challenges from timing (the impacts that produced 
the buried craters and basins hosting interior graben would all have had to 
closely predate the volcanic infi ll), and models generally do not predict the 
pattern of faulting that is observed (see the Data Repository). Moreover, 
uplift scenarios are problematic for the smaller impact structures, as forma-
tion of these features was unlikely to initiate a major isostatic or lower 
crustal fl ow response. An additional source of extensional stress may be 
subsidence-induced fl exure of the volcanic unit over buried crater rims.

Contraction of cooling volcanic material has been proposed as a 
mechanism for the formation of polygonal patterns of extensional frac-
tures on Venus (Johnson and Sandwell, 1992). On Mercury, contraction 

of the youngest volcanic cooling unit can generate large extensional 
stresses if the cooling volume experienced resistance to contraction 
imparted by the strength of underlying layers (Fig. 4C) (see the Data 
Repository). Without resistance to contraction, a cooling body will 
develop large contractional strains, but not stresses (though transient 
stresses will temporarily develop if the body cools non-uniformly). 
Short of a detachment fault, the underlying units (likely older volca-
nic fl ows) should provide substantial resistance to contraction of the 
youngest cooling unit above. Horizontal extensional stress components 
are predicted to have been of similar magnitude in regions where the 
youngest cooling unit is of nearly uniform thickness, so no preferred ori-
entation is predicted for graben (permitting graben that form polygonal 
patterns). In contrast, in areas where the youngest cooling unit displays a 
substantial change in thickness, such as over the buried rims of craters or 
basins, the radial component of thermal stress is more extensional than 

Figure 4. Calculated stresses near the surface of volcanic plains 
within a buried basin containing an interior ghost crater. A: Model ge-
ometry. The youngest cooling unit (red) has buried a 50-km-diameter 
impact crater, a partially fi lled 200-km-diameter basin, and surround-
ing plains. Older, underlying volcanic units (blue) partially fi lled the 
basin. The impact is assumed to be underlain by a mechanically weak 
damage zone (yellow). Brecciated basement rocks (black) are also as-
sumed to be mechanically weaker than the volcanic units. B: Princi-
pal horizontal stresses (negative in compression) produced by global 
cooling and contraction. Global contraction is assumed to shorten 
horizontally the volcanic unit and the underlying basement by a strain 
of 4 × 10–4 (corresponding to a 1 km reduction in planetary radius). 
Thin volcanic deposits above basin and crater rims cause focusing 
of compressional stresses, promoting the development of a ring of 
wrinkle ridges. C: Contraction is modeled for a given thickness of the 
youngest volcanic unit that last cooled below a threshold stress-bear-
ing temperature (~700 °C). The cooling unit can be made up of mul-
tiple fl ows if emplaced within a short (thousands of years) time frame. 
Older units would have been covered by the younger fl ows. Stresses 
due to contraction of the youngest cooling unit can exceed 1 GPa and 
depend on the resistance to contraction from the underlying units.
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the circumferential component, leading to a preferred circumferential 
orientation for graben (Fig. 4C).

The width of a graben might be expected to be approximately equal 
to the depth extent of the youngest cooling unit if graben-bounded anti-
thetic normal faults (for symmetric graben and fault dip angles of ~60°) 
converge at the base of this layer (Melosh and Williams, 1989), but gra-
ben are likely asymmetric and their associated faults likely extend to 
greater depths (e.g., Schultz et al., 2007). The widest graben (expressing 
the greatest strains), found in Goethe basin (Fig. 3A), have minimum 
depths of faulting of ~2 km. They occur within buried craters interior 
to Goethe where pooled lavas presumably were the thickest. Graben in 
plains within buried basins but outside of interior ghost craters should 
have lesser widths (perhaps by a factor approaching ~2). The longitudi-
nal extensional strain across the two ghost craters in Goethe is the high-
est found in the northern plains assemblage (>3%), more than a factor 
of 2 greater than the average longitudinal strain expressed in deformed 
plains in Goethe outside the interior ridge rings (Figs. 3A–3C).

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
On the basis of the fi nite element models, we suggest that systems 

of graben and wrinkle ridges within Mercury’s northern plains and in the 
plains exterior to the Caloris basin formed during and following plains 
emplacement by a combination of local cooling of the plains lavas and 
global cooling of the planetary interior. After each cooling unit reached 
its elastic blocking temperature, graben likely formed fi rst because exten-
sional stresses from cooling would have accumulated more rapidly than 
compressional stresses from global contraction. Wrinkle ridges developed 
over a much longer time interval, but their underlying fault systems likely 
continued to be active even for those that were embayed, partially buried, 
or completely covered by the later lava fl ows that formed the youngest 
cooling units. Thus, graben in the youngest cooling unit likely predated 
the later stages of development of the wrinkle ridges.

Model results show that the calculated strain is proportional to the 
thickness of the cooling unit, and graben will initiate at a depth propor-
tional to the thickness of the cooling unit (i.e., graben will be deeper and 
wider in regions where the cooling unit is thickest). The observations of 
graben in some but not all buried craters and basins may thus indicate that 
the thickness of the youngest volcanic cooling units is greater in those 
areas where graben are seen. Moreover, the youngest cooling units cover-
ing the volcanic plains where graben are absent may be relatively thin, 
likely because lavas did not pool to comparable depths.

Thermal contraction modeling is consistent with the emplacement of 
thick lava fl ow sequences to form the northern plains (Head et al., 2011) 
and other major expanses of volcanic plains on Mercury. Data returned by 
MESSENGER’s X-Ray Spectrometer (XRS) indicate that Mercury’s aver-
age surface composition is intermediate between those of iron-poor basalts 
and terrestrial komatiites (Nittler et al., 2011). The tectonic systems asso-
ciated with ghost craters and basins on Mercury may have resulted from 
the emplacement of low-viscosity lava fl ows that rapidly accumulated 
thick cooling units on a planet undergoing a high rate of global contrac-
tion. This combination of processes may account for why these tectonic 
systems are seen on Mercury and not elsewhere. The absence of these 
tectonic systems, particularly graben due to cooling, on the Moon and 
Mars, for example, may be because volcanic sequences in lunar maria 
and Martian ridged plains accumulated over much longer periods than did 
smooth plains units on Mercury.
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